Environmental or genetic perturbations lead to gene expression changes. While most 15 analyses of these changes emphasize the presence of qualitative differences on just a 16 few genes, we now know that changes are widespread. This large-scale variation has 17 been linked to the exclusive influence of a global transcriptional program determined by 18 the new physiological state of the cell. However, given the sophistication of eukaryotic 19 regulation, we expect to have a complex structure of deviations from the global 20 program. Here, we examine the regulatory landscape that contributes to these 21 deviations. Using data of Saccharomyces cerevisiae expression in different nutrient 22 conditions, we first propose a five-component genome partition as a framework to 23 understand expression variation. In this framework, we recognize invariant genes, 24 whose regulation is dominated by the global program, specific genes, which 25 substantially depart from it, and two additional classes that respond to intermediate 26 regulatory schemes. Whereas the invariant class shows a considerable absence of 27 specific regulation, the rest is enriched by regulation at the level of transcription factors 28 (TFs) and epigenetic modulators. We nevertheless find markedly different strategies in 29 how these classes deviate. On the one hand, there are TFs that act in an exclusive 30 way between partition constituents, and on the other, the action of chromatin modifiers 31 is significantly diverse. The balance between regulatory strategies ultimately modulates 32 the action of the general transcription machinery and therefore limits the possibility of 33 establishing a unifying program of expression change at a genomic scale.
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Moreover, while the first component ( " ) does not change with growth rate, we 146 observed that the second component ( # ) exhibits a monotonic behavior ( Fig, 2A for   147 glucose, and Fig. S2 for other nutrients). We can thus interpret the first element of the 148 linear combination as the baseline fractional expression of the gene, and the second 149 element as its monotonic behavior with growth rate (Fig. 2B ). This interpretation 150 enables us to generalize the partition framework previously introduced with PA data.
152
Therefore, a change in the loading of " (a i ) in two different nutrients implies that the 153 corresponding gene is specific, as it changes between conditions, and global otherwise 154 ( Fig. 2C ) (note that " is quantitatively similar in all nutrients, Fig. S2 ). This supports 155 the framework in (Keren et al., 2014) (Fig. 1B) . Comparison of these gene loadings in 156 the six nutrients revealed that they are fairly similar (minimal correlations found of 157 ~0.96), i.e., much of the gene response is global.
159
In contrast, the second component ( # ) provides a quantitative score (the second 160 loading, b i ) to classify genes as invariant, positive or negative, as before ( Fig. 2C,   161 Methods). Some genes have the same classification in two different nutrients, but this 162 does not have to be necessarily the case. With the use of the second component, we 163 can also evaluate how the response to growth rate depends on the exact nutrient 164 (Brauer et al., 2008) . We found that nutrient condition particularly matters in the range 165 of slow growth and that some nutrients trigger a more similar response to growth than 166 others (Gutteridge et al., 2010) . Finally, the functional analysis of genes within each 167 class agrees with PA data and previous reports (Table S2 ).
169
The partition composition presents different transcriptional regulation. TFs are 170 the most direct elements that can deviate from the global transcription program the 171 expression of genes. Before examining this effect, we asked how TFs themselves are 7 framed in the previous partition. After assembling a transcriptional regulatory network 173 with existing data (Methods), we observed that most constituent TFs (122 of a total of 174 133 composing the network) exhibit similar basal fractional expression (a i loadings) 175 across all pairwise condition changes, i.e., they are global genes. Within this set, 31% 176 presents a dominant invariant response (b i~0 in >3 nutrients, of a total of 6), with five 177 genes acting as invariant in all six conditions (rsc1, mbp1, pho2, rgr1, and swi6) . Two 178 of these (mbp1, swi6) are at the top of the network hierarchy (being involved in the 179 mitotic cell cycle), and two are elements of relevant complexes that interact with RNA 180 polymerase II (rsc1 of the RSC chromatin complex, and rgr1/med14 of the mediator 181 complex); they can be considered as elements of a general transcriptional machinery,
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for which maintaining its concentration invariant across conditions could be essential.
183
Moreover, 32% of global TFs are dominantly negative, and only 4% positive. Of note, 184 some of the TFs whose expression decreases with growth (b i <0) are positive regulators 185 of transcription in response to stress (e.g., bur6, gcn4, rpn4) what justifies their 186 overexpression at low growth rates.
188
To what extent is the regulation of target genes dependent on which component of the 189 partition they belong to? We labeled target genes as global if they showed a global 190 response (similar a i loadings) in >8 pairwise change of conditions (total of 15). Genes 191 are considered specific otherwise. Global genes are less regulated on average than 192 specific ones [by 3.09 TFs vs. 5.06 TFs, p = 1.20 10 -4 , two-sample Kolmogorov-
193
Smirnov (KS) test]. Within global genes, we described as invariant -following again the 194 second loading score, b i -those which exhibit this pattern in >3 conditions. Global and 195 invariant genes are less regulated on average than global and not invariant genes (by 196 2.56 TFs vs. 3.3 TFs, p = 8.16 10 -13 , two-sample KS test). Finally, global and positive 197 genes are slightly more regulated than global and negative genes (by 3.33 TFs vs. 3.
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27 TFs, p = 0.0018, two-sample KS test). Overall, specific genes are subjected to more 
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shows how the structure of transcriptional interactions is reflected differentially in the 204 components of the partition it does not assure us when these interactions are active, 205 e.g., (Berthoumieux et al., 2014) . For this, we examined several features.
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We first inspected if target genes presenting a particular growth response are enriched 208 by TFs showing the very same response, as the similarity of the responses could imply 209 that part of the regulatory structure is active. We thus computed -for each target gene-210 the fraction of its regulators that behave as negative, invariant, or positive (TF neg , TF inv , 211 TF pos , respectively) with growth rate in a given condition. Figure 3B shows the mean of 212 the fractions for target genes whose response is negative, invariant or positive.
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Negative TFs are more likely to be found acting on target genes that are also negative 214 (higher mean TF neg on negative genes), while invariant (TF inv ) and positive (TF pos ) TFs 215 regulate more often invariant and positive target genes, respectively (the latter signal is 216 weaker and depends on the particular condition, Fig. S3 ). Thus, TFs that exhibit the 217 same behavior as their cognate target gene tend to appear, on average, dominant on 218 its regulation; part of the regulatory structure seems then functional.
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To further test the active effect of TFs, we measured the correlation of the response to 221 growth rate between any particular gene and all its cognate TFs ("regulatory 222 coherence", Methods). Specific genes showed stronger regulatory coherence than 223 global ones (Fig. S4A ), and remain coherent in more nutrient conditions ( Fig. S4B ), 2008)]. In this way, within the regulatory network, we find TFs that act more 229 significantly on different types of genes. Notably, those that work on global genes are 230 higher up in the network hierarchy (Methods). We also noted that some these 231 (significantly coherent) TFs are involved in chromatin remodeling (Cyc8, Ume6, Spt6,
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Msn4, Abf1, Msn2, Nhp6A, acting on global ones), or chromatin organization (Spt3,
233
Spt2, Pho4, FKh2, Sin3, Spt20, Wtm2, Wtm1, Hif1, acting on specific genes). We 
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We examined additional chromatin modifiers using a previously assembled 261 compendium (Steinfeld et al., 2007) (Methods). Figure 5 shows the effects of mutating 262 different types of trans-acting chromatin regulators on the genes constituting the 263 partitions. Note here that growth rate reduction can be connected to many of these 264 deletions, so we controlled for the possible contribution of cell cycle population shifts as 
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More explicitly, invariant genes are those subjected to less regulation by TFs, 302 regulation that increases among the rest of global classes, and between these and the 303 specific ones. Specific genes also show a stronger regulatory coherence than global 304 genes (similarity of expression response to that of the TFs acting on them). In addition,
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among TFs whose action is particularly coherent, we identify two groups that almost 306 exclusively regulate global or specific genes: the action of the TF network is somehow 307 segregated. Beyond TF regulation, we can discriminate between two broad promoter 
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(repressed ESR genes, Methods). This confirms the suggestion of previous studies 335 that stress response genes were not responding directly to stress but rather to the 336 associated decrease in growth rate. More generally, two models to coordinate gene 337 13 expression to the available nutrients can be imagined: a feed-forward regulation by 338 signaling pathways that predict growth rate in a certain environmental condition, or a 339 feedback mechanism, which senses growth rate, or other related internal cell variable, 
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In this work we have studied changes in fractional expression but not in mRNA 368 abundances. It is known that the global program dictates that the faster a population of 369 cells growths, the higher the promoter activity (rate of RNA synthesis) (Keren et al., 370 2014) or total mRNA abundance (rate of RNA synthesis and degradation) 371 (Athanasiadou et al., 2016) . We expect most (if not all) gene products to follow this 372 (absolute) global program, with potential additional layers of regulation (which are 373 nutrient and gene dependent) that increment or decrement mRNA levels. The invariant 374 group best describes the absolute global program, while positive genes are slightly 375 above and negative genes slightly below this program (but all of them incrementing 376 mRNA levels or promoter activities) (e.g., Fig. 1C ). On the other hand, it would be 377 interesting to quantify the degree to which single cells can present a distribution of 378 resources that is separated from the model here discussed (Gasch et al., 2017) , as 379 well as to understand the mechanisms that lead to such divergence.
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In summary, although one could argue that cellular physiology can indeed determine a 382 global transcriptional program of gene expression control, our work highlights that this 386 387 Regulatory coherence. We identified the set of TFs regulating each gene and 447 quantified the Pearson's correlation coefficient between the expression vector (as a 448 function of growth rate) of each TF within the set and the target gene to then take the 449 mean. This is the (mean) regulatory coherence in a given nutrient condition.
450
Randomizing expression vectors for each gene, 1000 times, we obtained a score of 451 significance for each gene's regulatory coherence. With this, we identified a list of response, whose fPA is greater the lower the growth rate (at the cost of the promoters 636 changing in a global manner). Global promoters are constituted by one invariant type and 637 two other subclasses whose fPA depends on the growing condition. Note how the portion 638 of expression, within global genes, of positive genes increases with growth rate, while it 639 decreases for negative ones (colors as in A). C) Absolute promoter activity (PA) response 640 of a typical invariant, positive and negative gene that corresponds to the mrs11, rps6A and 641 atp5, respectively (conditions sorted by increasing growth rate). A null model of the 642 dependence of PA with growth rate is given by the ratio of growth rates (empty circles).
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Gene categories within the global group clearly separate from the null (see main text). 
